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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear editor,

as suggested by the reviewer the manuscript has been copyedited by a native English speaking colleague which has formatted and corrected some key words and phrases throughout the paper. The following revisions have been performed

Title and section headings: All unnecessary capitals have been removed
Title & abstract: an identical abstract has been submitted in the manuscript and in the electronic system
Highlighting/Tracking were removed from the text
Methods: non ethics committee was sought for the study since it was already approved by the Region Government
Tables: all the tables were subdivided into cells, with borders colored as black lines. Every table has been formatted in black and white and the text was aligned in columns.
Figure title has been removed in the image file
Figures: they were cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image according to the author’s instructions

As suggested by the reviewer the sentence on lead-time and length bias has been modified.
The subtitle of the Results was changed in "Prognostic factors".
All the revisions proposed on the “Discussion session” were performed
In Table 4 reference categories were indicated